
Sports Teams and 
Auditors
By Kenneth E. Spence, CFE

From the Editor

I follow Division I college basketball, particularly my alma mater. They are 
considered a mid-major team, so-called because they are not a member of 
one of the six NCAA major conferences. However, they are very competitive 
in their own 10-member conference, finishing in the top three each of the 

past nine years. It is a program on the move, working to reach their objective of 
being a top mid-major team in the East.

I have enjoyed watching them improve. They hired a new coach from a top 
program. They have ramped up recruiting, including landing a top-100, nationally 
ranked player this year. They are not where they want to be, but they are getting 
there. They are focused.

Business can learn a lot from sports. As often as not, business teams only have a 
foggy sense of what they are trying to accomplish and how that fits with the whole. 
In college sports, everyone is focused on the objective, from the President and 
athletic director down to the coaches and players. There is a game plan and strategy 
for each opponent. At each level, things get more specific and exacting.

Business teams can have that same sharp focus. So can internal audit:

 Each audit plan is designed by the CAE and managers, and is carried out by the 
audit team members. 

 The annual audit plan represents the team schedule for the season, designed 
with consideration for team skill levels, developing strengths, and of course 
balancing risk to successfully complement the larger organizational objectives. 

 E!ective internal audit departments will always ensure the team practices and 
enhances their skills through continuing professional education. 

 Finally, leadership makes certain that goals are clear and values are shared so 
team members know how their individual e!orts tie to the larger objective. 

E!ective teams have a passion and they are quite specific about what it is that 
they value. When done correctly and coupled with some luck (yes, luck will always 
play a part), the team has a winning season and team members are recognized for 
their achievements.

We at New Perspectives feel that way, too. We support the Board’s objectives 
and strategy through our goals. We have a passion about what we do and how 
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we do it. We know what we want, and 
that is to always continue to make New 
Perspectives better for you. 

You will see, as you leaf through 
and read this first issue of 2013, that 
we have updated the look and feel 
of the journal. Our goal is to make 
your journal more interesting and 
appealing to read. Because the more 
you read, the more you learn, and the 
more you learn, the better you’ll be at 
your job. We hope you’ll enjoy the new 
format.

As usual, this issue gives you plenty to 
read and learn. 

Drug diversion is an illicit activity 
with possible dire consequences. 

I am sure there is lots of room for 
improvement in hospitals. What’s 
your place doing? Two articles talk 
about the emerging internal audit 
and compliance functions—see 
“Adding Value” and “An Evolution 
to Strong.” Then, there is that great 
article on Meaningful Use and things 
you can do in that arena. 

We close out the feature articles with 
some good insights about fixed assets, 
an area I bet you have not visited in 
some time. You should. 

To finish the issue, our 10 columnists 
freely share their knowledge, expertise 
and insights in an e!ort to keep you 
fresh and on point across a spectrum 
of relevant audit and compliance 
concerns.

Well, that’s about it for this issue of 
New Perspectives. We have worked 
hard on your 
journal and hope 
you will both enjoy 
and benefit from 
the fruits of our 
e!orts. 

I wish you good 
reading. NP
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E!ective teams have a 
passion and they are 

quite specific about 
what they value. 
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